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Abstract
SGI’s current ccNUMA multiprocessor architectures offer high scalability and performance without sacrific­
ing the ease of use of simpler SMP systems. Although these systems also provide a standard PCI expansion 
bus, the bridging between PCI and SGI’s ccNUMA architecture invalidates the assumptions typically made 
by network protocol designers attempting to use Myrinet to reduce communications latencies. We explore 
the complications introduced by SGI’s architecture in the context of designing most-recent-only communi­
cations, in which a reader requires only the most recent datum produced by a writer.
1 Introduction *
Real-time distributed systems frequently need to communicate updates to specific quatities which change 
over time. These quantities have been referred to as “signals” [GP94], and they are defined by two important 
properties. First, the value of a signal is time-critical in that only the most recent value matters. Second, 
setting the value of a signal is an idempotent operation; assigning a specific value to a signal multiple times 
is indistinguishable from assigning that value exactly once. In typical real-time systems, the producer of 
a signal is often a dedicated process supplying the signal either at a fixed rate or sporadically as dictated 
by interrupts from measurement hardware. Position information provided by Global Positioning System 
hardware is a common example of a signal in a real-time system. The consumer of such a signal needs the 
most recent value as soon as posible after it is generated.
NDDS [GP94] provides the only commercially available example of a most-recent-only network com­
munication API. NDDS uses a publish-subscribe model in which any number of producers may publish a 
named signal, and any number of consumers can subscribe to these signals. The consumers perceive only 
the most recent publication. NDDS has provisions for assigning strengths to each producer and decaying 
the strengths of a publication over time, allowing consumers to perceive the strongest signal. These features 
allow data produced by redundant backup systems to be used automatically and seamlessly if primary sys­
tems fail. NDDS operates over UDP, and has a minimum latency rougly twice that of UDP over 100 megabit
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Because latency of communication is a fundamental issue in real-time systems, many designers use 
special low-latency and high-bandwidth networking hardware and protocols. High performance networking 
is a rapidly growing field exploring many alternatives in an effort to increase bandwidth and reduce latency. 
Myrinet [NJB95], GSN [SGI99], FiberChannel, Gigabit Ethemet, and ATM are examples of current network 
technology, differing in performance and provisions for reliable transmission, flow control, and quality-of- 
service guarantees. Systems such as SCRAMnet [TB98] and other replicated or distributed shared memory 
systems also provide low latency communication between heterogenous systems and eliminate the protocol 
layer necessary with networks.
We have chosen Myrinet because of its low cost/performance ratio and its use of standard PCI interfaces. 
Myrinet also has particular appeal to protocol designers because of its flexibility. Each Myrinet PCI net­
work interface card is equipped with a processor and can be programmed to do protocol-specific processing. 
Thus, many protocol varieties can easily be implemented over Myrinet. BIP [PTW98], GM, U-Net [TE95] 
are examples of packet stream protocols using Myrinet. VMMC [CD97], Hamlyn [GB95], Direct Deposit 
[MRS95], and Direct Access U-Net provide examples of sender-based protocols, in which the sender spec­
ifies an address in receiver process memory where a transmitted packet is to be placed. All of these systems 
have the goal of reducing the latency of communication as much as possible.
This protocol flexibility, along with its high bandwith and low latency, have also made Myrinet popular 
with real-time systems engineers. Some manufacturers of single-board computers intended for real-time 
and embedded use have integrated Myrinet into their board designs.
Because our real-time work focuses on producing interactive virtual environments, the SGI Onyx2 ar­
chitecture has proven indispensable for its high-performance rendering engines and parallel-processing fa­
cilities. However, this architecture has proven somewhat unfriendly to those using PCI devices. The goal of 
this work is to explore the design space of implementing most-recent-only communications protocols using 
Myrinet on current SGI architectures.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the algorithms that we use for most-recent- 
only communication and describes the desired features. Section 3 describes Myrinet and its performance 
in Onyx2 systems. Section 4 explores several design alternatives. Section 5 adds additional functionality, 
explores the new implementation alternatives, and gives performance results.
2 Most-recent-only Communication
We desire a communications mechanism that allows a writer to communicate a fixed-sized data structure 
(the signal) to a reader in such a way that the reader only reads the most recent value written. We first 
assume shared memory is available, to simplify the presentation, although our goal is to use a network for 
communication.
The simplest approach is to store the signal in one semaphore-protected buffer shared by the partners. 
Each one acquires the semaphore before modifying or examining the signal. While simple, this approach 
has a significant drawback: Neither partner can access the signal without blocking progress by the other. 
Therefore, each must minimize the time spent reading or writing the signal. At best, each partner could copy 
the data to perform reading or writing. However, this copy can introduce more latency.
A second approach is to use multiple buffers for the signal. Although double-buffering might seem 
to provide a solution, this scheme still allows either wasted effort by the writer or contention between the 
partners. Triple-buffering overcomes these problems, allowing concurrent reading and writing [GLP83], 
This technique is commonly used in PC video cards to allow a graphics application, the “writer” of a frame 
of graphics, to proceed independently of the monitor, which acts as the “reader” of a frame of graphics and 
must consume (i.e. display) these frames at a fixed rate [PH99, DF96],
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S i g n a l  B u f f e r [ 3 ] ;
i n t  I n  = 1 
i n t  O u t = 0 
i n t  LR = 0
W r i t e ( S i g n a l  v a l u e )
{
B u f f e r [ I n ]  = v a l u e ;
LR = I n ;
I n + + ;  i f  ( I n  >= 3)  I n  = 0 ;  
i f  ( I n  == O u t )  {
I n + + ;
i f  ( I n  >= 3)  I n  = 0;
}
}
S i g n a l  * R e a d ( )
{
O u t = LR;









Figure 1: C-like Pseudo code for communicating a signal.
Figure 1 gives pseudocode for communicating a signal using triple-buffering in shared memory. Note 
that it uses no semaphoring primitives and allows both the reader and writer to proceed at any time without 
blocking. In essence, triple-buffering provides one buffer for the reader to examine, one to contain the next 
most recent data produced by the writer, and another which can receive new data. Atomicity of the read 
operation is ensured by accessing the L R  index with an integer operation.
This approach is simple and efficient when shared memory is available. No unnecessary copies of the 
data are made, neither process need ever block, and latency is minimized. However, we desire these same 
properties for communication between processes on physically distant hosts connected by a network.
The most-recent-only paradigm, when implemented as a network protocol, allows two convenient op­
timizations. First, whereas byte- or packet-stream protocols require queues to handle the data stream, a 
most-recent only protocol can replace these queues with triple-bufferring and avoid blocking due to a queue 
that is empty (readers) or full (writers). Second, if the underlying network is unreliable, guaranteed trans­
mission can be easily imlemented, since a most-recent-only protocol requires an acknowledgement for only 
the most recently transmitted data.
By applying this algorithm twice and using separate threads to handle network transmission and recep­
tion, we arrive at a simple design for most-recent-only communication over any network. We will continue 
to refer to the communicated data as a signal, and refer to this design as a signal notification engine (SNE). 
Figure 2 illustrates the design of a generic SNE.
The triple-buffering on each side prevents the user threads from blocking for any network-related reason, 
such as loss of connection with the partner or blocking of the underlying network protocol operations. The 
network threads handle all connection establishment, transmission, reception, and reliability issues. The
Figure 2: Generic Signal Notification Engine
user processes can continue to call the read  or w rite  functions even if a partner is not actually present. 
When one appears, the system can easily reinitialize and continue. There is no need for the writer to know 
if a partner is present, and to the reader, having no partner is equivalent to receiving no new data.
The simple interface between threads also allows the network thread to select the most appropriate 
method of communicating with the partner. This thread can choose shared memory, TCP, UDP, or other 
available communications mechanmisms based on the location of the partner process.
3 Myrinet
As discussed, our target network is Myrinet, a high-performance local area network supplied by Myricom. A 
single Myrinet link provides 1.28 Gbps full duplex bandwidth and an extremely low bit error probability of 
10~15. A network is formed by connecting links to multi-port switches. Packets are source-routed through 
this network; i.e. a sender appends a set of routing bytes to the head of a packet which are stripped off by 
a switch one at a time to determine the correct output port for that packet. The latency across a switch is 
about about 0.1 /xs
The hardware itself ensures only in-order delivery; it does not ensure reliable delivery. However, both 
switches and network interface cards perform CRC generation and checking, and Myrinet will drop a packet 
only under very clear circumstances, which can often be avoided by design.
The network interface cards (NICs) are fully programmable, providing a CPU (the LANai 4.1), SRAM, 
and three DMA (Direct Memory Access) engines for transferring data between the host and the NIC and 
between the NIC and the network. A complete transmission of a packet over Myrinet consists of four stages: 
a transfer from the sending host to the NIC’s SRAM, from NIC’s SRAM to the network, from the network 
to the receiving NIC’s SRAM, and from the receiving NIC’s SRAM to the receiving host’s memory. The 
memory bus on the NIC is clocked at twice the speed of the LANai, which allows multiple DMA engines 
and the processor to work simultaneously, so the four transmission stages can proceed simultaneously. 1
'These transfers are not considered copies, since they are necessary for any data to be transmitted over the network. Only 
transfers from host memory to host memory by the host processor, or from NIC memory to NIC memory by the NIC processor, are 
considered undesireable copies.
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The SRAM acts as synchronous memory on the PCI bus, supporting shared-memory interaction between 
the host and NIC CPUs.
These features make it easy to implement protocols which perform much of the critical processing 
directly in the network interface hardware, and which allow user processes direct access to the network. 
This avoids the latency overhead incurred by using the OS to mediate all network activity, and interprocess 
protection can still be maintained.
Various protocols can thus be used with Myrinet by installing the appropriate Myrinet control program 
(MCP) in the NIC and using the associated drivers and user-level libraries. Fast Messages [SP97], Hamlyn 
[GB95], BIP [PTW98], Trapeze [JC99], and Myricom’s GM are examples of available protocols.
Although faster Myrinet interface cards are now available, all performance measurements mentioned 
here are specific to 32-bit PCI LANai 4.1 NICs.
3.1 Myrinet Performance on Onyx2
Current generation SGI architectures, such as the Onyx2 and Origin 200/2000 systems, share the same 
fundamental design. Though the results here were obtained on a four-processor R12000 Onyx2, they are 
typical of any current SGI platform. Figure 3 shows the raw bandwidth and latency as a function of DMA 
transaction size for the Onyx2. These figures agree with those obtained from running Myricom’s hsw ap 
benchmark. The DMA performance is far from the 133 MB/s maximum, which is nearly reached by good 
PC PCI implementations. Note specifically that the cache line size is visible in these graphs. The SGI 
PCI architecture allows only one cache line to be transferred at a time from a PCI device. This transfer 
is followed by a mandatory wait time to allow other PCI devices to proceed and to allow the XIO internal 
fabric to handle cache coherency.
Myricom’s hsw ap benchmark determines that programmed I/O (PIO, i.e, accessing the memory directly 
using host processor read or write instructions) to the interface card achieves a maximum bandwidth of 38 
MB/s on SGI systems. A test of the latency incurred in a simple PIO handshake with the Myrinet NIC reveals 
a typical handshake time of 3.7 z^s. One handshake sequence proceeds as follows: 1) the host processor sets 
a 32-bit memory location in NIC SRAM, and begins spinning to detect a reset of this location; 2) the LANai 
processor, programmed to spin in a loop waiting for a change in this location, detects the change and resets 
the location; 3) the host processor detects the reset. One handshake therefore consists of one PIO write by 
the host and at least one read. This result is higher than what we would expect for PCI PC’s,
Latency results for the MyriAPI also reveal deficiencies of the PCI implementation. We ported this API 
to IRIX 6.4, and testing revealed a minimum latency of 105 /is, for a 4-byte packet. A similar port was 
completed by [MG97], and obtained comparable results. Other platforms achieve between 50 /is and 70 //s 
with the same API and NIC software.
3.2 PCI Irregularities
The bridging between a PCI bus and an internal system bus is usually expected to provide certain guarantees. 
For example, it may be expected to maintain the ordering of writes and flush all writes before a read is 
allowed.
Many protocols for Myrinet have relied on these properties to eliminate the host OS from involvement 
in the critical path of packet transfer. If the PCI system provides ordering guarantees, a user processes can 
interact directly with the network interface card through shared data structures in NIC SRAM, just as two 
host processes can communicate using shared memory. This avoids the use of the OS as a mediator of all 
network activity. Since the OS can be a source of unpredictable delays, this measure is often used to reduce 
latency. This is the approach taken by U-Net [TE95].
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Figure 3: PCI DMA Bandwidth (A) and Latency (B) on the SGI Onyx2
A critical part of the interaction between a user process and the NIC is determining when a DMA 
operation is complete, so that the user process can safely examine the transmitted data. However, the bridge 
between SGI’s internal XIO bus and the PCI peripheral bus relaxes the DMA ordering guarantees, thus 
making this determination less straightforward. Two DMA operations targetting separate cache lines of host 
memory may actually commit to memory out of order, thus making it impossible to signal the completion 
of a data DMA with a control DMA. Further, a PIO read of a PCI device can return its results even though 
several DMA writes to host memory from that device have been initiated but not yet completed. This makes 
it impossible for a host program to read an NIC register to determine if a DMA operation is complete. The 
only guarantee involving DMA to host memory offered on SGI systems is that an interrupt routine for a 
PCI device will not be called until all pending DMA operations from that device have committed to host 
memory. Of course, PIO operations must resolve in order; otherwise there would be no way to reliably 
control the PCI device. DMA operations from host memory to NIC SRAM resolve in order.
These facts leave us three alternatives to allow a user process to determine completion of a data transfer. 
First, we could use PIO exclusively to transfer data between a host process and the NIC. The maximum 
bandwith obtainable would be severely reduced, but since PIO operations are strictly ordered, no ambiguity 
would result on SGI systems. Second, we could arrange to place signal bits inside DMA transactions. We 
could then detect completion of a DMA operation by waiting for the signal bits to contain the correct values. 
Unfortunately, since individual cache lines of a single DMA operation can resolve out of order, this would 
require at least one signal bit in each cache line of data, which seems unwieldy. Finally, we can simply 
accept the need for interrupts and use them to signal data transfer completion, even though this brings the 
operating system back into the critical path.
4 Signal Notification Engine Designs using Myrinet
Section 2 introduced a simple design for a generic signal notification engine. This design could use Myrinet, 
with some choice of the available protocol software as the underlying communications layer. However, 
with Myrinet another simple optimization becomes possible: the network interface card can perform the 
processing done by the network threads.
Any control program running on myrinet must provide enough functionality to send or receive packets 
and interact with the host. It is not a significant additional burden for this control program to receive into a 
specific buffer as dictated by the triple-buffering variables In, Out, and LR. This small modification allows 
us to eliminate the threading necessary with the generic SNE.
Latency is reduced by this approach in three ways. First, the complexity of the Myrinet control program 
is actually reduced. Instead of managing send and receive queues, the control program need only manage 
three buffers for a given connection. Second, the user process is not involved at all in facilitating packet 
reception. Packets can be placed in their final destination by the Myrinet control program without any help 
or information from the host program. Finally, reliability is more easily implemented when only the last 
received packet is important. Therefore, it is very likely that this approach will have lower latency than a 
well-tuned packet-stream protocol using the same host and network hardware.
However, such an approach leaves us with a special purpose network. Other protocols for Myrinet are 
general purpose and support the construction of higher-level protocols on top of them. It would be difficult, 
for example, to design a packet stream protocol which used this SNE design as an underlying layer. Further, 
desiging Myrinet control programs is difficult, and time may be better spent utilizing established protocols.
We describe three approaches to implementing a Myrinet SNE directly on the Myrinet hardware.
4.1 Using PIO
Figure 4 illustrates our first SNE design which uses the Myrinet hardware directly. Here, we avoid DMA 
ordering issues by using PIO exclusively. The In, Out, and L R  variables and the triple-buffers are kept
Figure 4: Myrinet SNE design using PIO.
in LANai SRAM. The triple-buffering algorithm is used twice, once between the writing host program and
the sending MCP, and once between the receiving MCP and the reading host program. This allows the host 
programs to proceed independently of any network-related delays at either end of the communication.
The communications process illustrated in figure 4 proceeds as follows. The writing user thread calls 
the w rite  function, which copies the given value into the buffer with index In. As in the triple-buffering 
algorithm previously described, L R  is set equal to In, and then In  is incremented and checked against Out. 
Since these variables are kept in the NIC SRAM, these accesses are all via PIO.
The sending MCP repeatedly checks to see if O ut equals LR  as a part of its work loop, and if this 
equality is not true when the Net DMA engine is available for sending, it sets Out equal to L R  and uses 
the network DMA engine to send the data, with a prepended header and appended checksum, to the partner. 
Since many connections may be active between the receiving host and others, the header contains connection 
identificaiton information. It also contains a sequence number so the packet can be positively acknowledged. 
The MCP makes note of the time when this packet was sent, and if an acknowlegement is not received within 
a specific time, the packet is resent.
On the receiving side, the Net DMA engine for receiving packets is always active, and alerts the receiving 
MCP when a packet header has been received. The MCP must examine the header to determine which 
connection is addressed. The MCP can then instruct the net DMA engine to receive the remainder of the 
packet (the signal data) into the correct buffer, which is the one indexed by In. The MCP must verify the 
checksum once the packet has been completely received. If the checksum indicates corruption, the reception 
can be ignored. Note that by virtue of the triple-buffering scheme, we can be certain that the buffer indexed 
by In  contained old data, and writing over it with a corrupt packet has caused no damage. It can be cleanly 
ignored simply by not setting L R  equal to In. If the checksum is valid, as before L R  is made equal to In, 
In  is incremented and checked against Out. A positive acknowlegement packet is sent back to the writer.
The reading host thread calls read  whenever new data is desired. This function simpy compares Out 
with LR. If they are not equal, new data is available at index LR, and Out is made equal to LR. After this, 
the user thread can examine the data indexed by Out using PIO for any length of time; it is guaranteed to be 
a static copy of the most recent signal available at the time of the read  call.
While the use of PIO severely restricts the bandwidth, this design is simple and will work with any PCI 
architecture, including SGI’s.
4.2 Using DMA
Using DMA for transferring data will improve the bandwith of this communication system and reduce the 
latency for communicating large signals, though the overhead of using DMA operations will increase the 
latency for small signals. While the SGI architecture is an important target, we present a DMA scheme that 
would function correctly on more standard PCI systems and that can be easily modified to work on SGI 
systems.
Figure 5 shows a design which uses DMA for transfers to and from the host. Note that the writer’s 
side has become more complicated. Since the host DMA engine and the sending net DMA engine can act 
independently, it is prudent to separate them with another application of triple-buffering. Thus there are two 
sets of buffers and index variables. One of the sets of buffers is in host memory, so that the host processor 
can set these values without performing IO operations. The index variables for these buffers are kept in NIC 
SRAM, so that they can be shared with the sending MCP. This arrangement allows the user thread, the host 
DMA engine, and the net dma engine to proceed independently. Note that on this end, there is no possibility 
of DMA reordering.
The reader’s side has also become more complex. First, note that a ring buffer has been added to accept 
incoming packets. In the previous scheme, the final destination of the data in any packet was a buffer in 
NIC SRAM. We could guarantee that one would be available and that the DMA engine could immediately 
fill that buffer. With this scheme, the final destination is in host memory, and since the host DMA engine
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Figure 5: Myrinet SNE design using PIO.
operates independently and may be busy at any given time, w e must have a temporary holding place for 
packets. Therefore, a simple ring buffer is used.
N ote that this introduces a problem not present with the PIO version: the ring buffer may fill. If it is 
full when a packet com es in, the safest thing for the receiving MCP to do is to drop the packet. If it halts 
the net D M A  engine and tries to wait for the ring buffer to empty enough to hold the packet, a timeout may 
occurr in the Myrinet hardware, and the packet would be dropped anyway. With the previous version, there 
was never a reason to drop an incom m ing packet, since buffer space was always available for any valid 
packet. However, this problem is not serious. The acknowlegem ent and retransmission scheme used in the 
PIO version can also be used here, and any dropped packets w ill be retransmitted. Further, this approach 
allows an entire packet, header and body, to be received from the network in one operation. In the previous 
version, only the header was received. Once it was checked, the rest o f  the packet was received into the 
correct buffer. U sing only one D M A  opertion for the whole packet halves the D M A overhead.
The M CP extracts packets from the ring buffer, examines their headers and the indexing variables to 
determine the correct host buffers, and uses the host D M A engine to transfer them to host memory. Note  
that on most PCI system s, the usual triple-buffering algorithm, with the indexing variables kept in NIC 
SRAM , would work correctly. Once the MCP determines that a D M A  operation is com plete, it updates 
LR  and In  as usual. The host could then read LR  using PIO, and be assured that the D M A  operations 
were com plete as soon as the change in LR  was detected. However, since SGI system s allow the DM A  
transactions to be in-flight for longer than it takes to perform a PIO read, the change in LR  could be seen 
(on SGI system s) before the D M A operation was complete.
So w e instead tack a flag on to the end o f each buffer and expand it into a four-buffer algorithm. Figures 
6 and 7 show the processing performed by the host process and the M CP on the reader side.
The read function uses the additional buffer to provide a pointer to consistent copy o f the signal while  
still waiting for the new data to resolve in memory. Only when the new data has committed to memory is it 
safe to release the last consistent copy.
The D M ASendToH ost function in Figure 7 summarizes the processing done by the MCP to transfer 
data into memory. The Flag value for the target buffer is incremented (so that it does not match the value 
currently stored in HostBuff[In] . f lag.  This value is appended to the data, which is transfered to host 
memory via DM A. LR  is made equal to In,  and the In  index is incremented and compared against both 
O utl andOut2.
Even though this design does not function correctly on SGI systems (because the last cache line o f the 
D M A  operation, which contains the com pletion flag, may com plete before other cache lines), there are three 
advantages. If the signal buffer plus the status flag w ill fit in one cache line, the consistency o f  a cache line 
w ill guarantee that the w hole D M A transaction is com plete when the change in the flag is detected, and 
therefore the system  w ill work on SGI system s for small signals. Further, this design can be easily modified 
to include a host interrupt which w ill guarantee D M A  com pletion. Finally, our tests o f  SGI system s have 
shown that w hile it is very com m on to read a register via PIO and obtain a result w hile D M A operations are 
still pending, it is very rare to observe individual cache lines o f  a D M A  transaction committing to memory 
out o f  order. These advantages w ill allow reasonable performance testing o f  this approach with and without 
interrupts.
4.3 DMA with Interrupts
In order to make the previous design work correctly on SGI system s, host interrupts must be used. The 
reader thread in the previous design exam ines a flag at the end o f the signal to determine D M A completion. 
Rather than extending the length o f the data D M A  to transfer the signal data and the flag at once, the MCP 
can D M A  the signal data only. Once the host D M A engine indicates com pletion, the MCP can trigger a 
host interrupt. The interrupt routine can then sim ply exam ine the current O utl value (via PIO) and set the
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s t r u c t  B u f f e r  { 
S i g n a l  d a t a ;  
i n t  f l a t ;
H o s t B u f f [ 4 ] ;
In = 1;
LR = 0 ;
O u t l  = 0 ;
O u t 2 = 0 ;
F l a g [ 4 ] ;  / *  i n i t a l l y  Z e r o  * /
S i g n a l  * r e a d ( )  {
s t a t i c  i n t  a w a i t i n g _ c o m p l e t i o n  = 0 ; 
s t a t i c  i n t  c o r r e c t f l a g ;  
i f  ( ! a w a i t i n g _ c o m p l e t i o n )  { 
i f  ( O u t l  != LR) {
O u t l  = LR;
c o r r e c t f l a g  = F l a g s [ O u t l ] ;  
a w a i t i n g _ c o m p l e t i o n  = 1 ;
}
}
i f  ( a w a i t i n g _ c o m p l e t i o n )  {
i f  ( H o s t B u f f [ O u t l ] . f l a g  == c o r r e c t f l a g )  { 
a w a i t i n g _ c o m p l e t i o n  = 0 ;
O u t 2  = O u t l ;
}
}
r e t u r n  & H o s t B u f f [ O u t 2 ] . d a t a ;
J ___________________________________________________________________
Figure 6: Pseudo-code for Host Receiver Side of Myrinet SNE using DMA.
D M A S e n d T o H o s t ( S i g n a l  d a t a )  {
F l a g [ I n ] ++;
/ * a p p e n d  F l a g [ I n ]  t o  t h e
e n d  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  d a t a  * /
/ * I n i t i a t e  DMA o p e r a t i o n  o f
s i g n a l  d a t a  p l u s  f l a g
t o  h o s t  H o s t B u f f [ I n ]  * /
LR = I n ;
i f ( + + I n  > 3 )  I n  = 0;
i f ( I n  == O u t l  | |  I n  == 0 u t 2 )  {
i f  (+  + I n  > 3 )  I n  = 0 ;
i f  ( I n  == O u t l  | |  I n  == 0 u t 2 ) {
i f  ( + + I n  > 3 )  I n  = 0;
}
}
Figure 7: Pseudo-code for LANai Receiver Side of Myrinet SNE using DMA.
flag in host buffer O u tl equal to F lag\O utl). This accomplishes setting the flag just as the extended DMA 
operation did, but it is guaranteed not to occur until all cache lines of the DMA transaction have committed 
to memory.
4.4 Performance
No performance numbers have yet been obtained for these three alternative implementations.
5 Multi-Element Signal Notification Engines
Although signals are typically small, it is important to examine cases in which one signal consists of a large 
amount of data. The approaches so far described are inefficient if the signal is large but only a small portion 
of the signal is changed. If a newly produced signal differs from the previous signal only in one byte, for 
example, the approach given in Figure 1 forces the user write the entire signal structure and transmit it 
through the network even though only one byte is new data.
Consider a distributed application responsible for tracking the positions and orientations of a large num­
ber of physical objects. The data for each object could possibly be handled as a separate signal. But if it 
becomes important to obtain a snapshot of the system of objects at a given instant, the consistency of the 
entire set of signals becomes an issue. Under this assumption, combining all the position and orientation 
data into one signal would be a better approach, if we could avoid sending the entire signal each time.
This suggests that the method used for communicating signals must handle large signals composed of 
smaller elements, and that these smaller elements must be independently modifiable while still maintaining 
the consistency of the entire signal. Further, the latency of communication should be proportional to the 
number of elements which have new data, not the total size of the signal.
Figure 8 provides pseudocode which expands the triple-buffering algorithm to handle signals which 
consist of a fixed number of uniformly sized elements. Thus the signal becomes a signal vector. Here 
the writer can make partial updates of the signal vector with the elem en t-w rite(...) call, and state that all 
partial updates are complete with the en d jw rite () call. The reader captures a consistent signal vector with 
the begin .read() call, and obtains pointers to the elements of this signal vector with the elem ent jread{...) 
call. These pointers will be valid until the next begin.readQ  call.
In essence the the algorithm of Figure 8 performs triple-buffering on each element of the signal vector. 
The In  value is now an array of indices describing which buffer should receive each new element value. The 
L R  value is an array describing for each element which buffers contain data for a new (but not necessarily 
complete) write. The O ut value is an array describing which buffers constitute the most recently received 
complete signal vector. This allows the reader to assemble the complete signal vector without copying any 
parts of it. Rather, the indices are copied.
This algorithm can be further extended to provide two additional features important for efficiently ex­
tracting information from the signal vector. The first is a mechanism for checking (in constant time) whether 
or not a given element of the signal vector has changed since the last read. The second is a method for 
retrieving a list of the elements which have been modified since the last read. Without this feature, the com­
munications latency would still depend strongly on the size of the whole signal, since a user would need to 
explicitly check each element, even if only only one has changed. We refer to this form of communication 
as a multi-element signal notification engine (MESNE).
Note that this algorithm has lost some of the desirable features. Since the In  and L R  are now arrays and 
must be copied, we must make these sections atomic. When these values were integers, the copy operations 
were automatically atomic. So some form of blocking is necessary with this algorithm.
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i n t  I n [ N ] ;  / *  a l l  o n e s  i n i t i a l l y  * /  
i n t  O u t [ N ] ;  / *  a l l  z e r o s  i n i t i a l l y  * /  
i n t  L R [ N ] ;  / *  a l l  z e r o s  i n i t i a l l y  * /
S e t  M o d i f i e d ;  / *  a  s e t  o f  e l e m e n t  n u m b e r s  * /
e l e m e n t _ w r i t e ( i n t  n ,  E le m e n t  e )  {
B u f  f  e r  [ I n  [n ] ] [n ]  = e ;
A dd n  t o  M o d i f i e d ;
}
e n d _ w r i t e ( )  { 
i n t  i , i n ;
a t o m i c  {
LR = I n ;  / *  a r r a y  c o p y  * /
}
f o r  ( a l l  i  i n  M o d i f i e d )  { 
i n  = I n [ i ] ;
i n + + ;  i f  ( i n  >= 3 )  i n  = 0;  
i f  ( i n  == O u t [ i ] )  { 
i n + +  ;
i f  ( i n  >= 3 )  i n  = 0 ;
}
I n [ i ] = i n ;
}
c l e a r  M o d i f i e d ;
}
b e g i n _ r e a d ()  { 
a t o m i c  {
O u t = LR; / *  a r r a y  c o p y  * /
}
}
E le m e n t  * e l e m e n t _ r e a d ( n )  { 
r e t u r n  & S i g n a l [ O u t [ n ] ] [ n ] ;
}________________________________________________________________
t y p e d e f  E l e m e n t  S i g n a l [ 3 ] [ N ] ;
Figure 8: Pseudo-code for sharing a signal vector
Finding an approach that allows partial updates and provides for efficient iteration over new elements 
without blocking is non-trivial, and we opt instead to find algorithms that may block for small periods, 
and more importantly, periods that do not depend on the behavior of the network or the partner. However, 
note that the atomic array copy invalidates another desireable feature: that the communications latency be 
independent of the size of the signal vector. Since the length of the index arrays equals the number of 
elements, N , in the signal vector, this copy introduces an 0 ( N ) term into the latency. Rather than trying 
to eliminate this term, we again opt to accept it but keep it small. Since only 2 bits are needed for each 
index, these arrays can be tightly packed in memory, and the copy operations may consist of only a few 
word copies.
5.1 Motivation: Computational Architectures to Support Haptic Interfaces
This section provides a real example of a distributed real-time application that would benefit from the use 
of the described communications moded.
Numerous human-computer interface devices exist for sensing aspects of a user’s hand and arm position. 
These range from simple pointing devices such as a mouse to complex, high degree-of-freedom systems used 
to recognize hand gestures in virtual environment systems. Most such interfaces are pure input devices in 
that they do not provide the user with a sense of either touch or force. In contrast, haptic interfaces not only 
measure position of the user’s arm or hand, they are capable of generating forces which can be felt by the 
user [ND94],
The first use of haptic interfaces was for teleoperations applications. In teleoperations, a user manip­
ulates a remote physical device through some sort of interface. Often, the remote device is designed to 
grasp and manipulate objects. Providing a user with the sensation that he or she is actually touching and 
moving objects at the remote location has been shown to significantly aid in teleoperations tasks [TS92]. 
Haptic interfaces achieve this effect by providing a two-way interaction between the user and the physical 
environment. Hand and arm positions of the user are sensed and used to control actuators in the teleoperated 
device. As the teleoperated device contacts objects, sensors measure the forces that result. Actuators in the 
haptic interface are used to reflect these forces to the user.
Figure 9 illustrates the physical architecture used to implement force reflecting teleoperations systems. 
Both the haptic interface and the teleoperated device need sensors, actuators, and controllers. Modem sys­
tems use digital controllers to perform the functions of sampling sensors, sending the values to the compan­
ion device, receiving values from the companion device, and controlling actuators. Humans have surprising 
tactile acuity [MM90], so in order to provide a realistic sense of contact and force, these must implement 
servo loops which repeatedly sense position, determine object contact, determine resulting haptic forces, 
and exert those forces, and these loops must be run at kilohertz rates. Except when the interface and the con­
trolled device are separated by significant distances, communicating between the two is typically done via 
some sort of dedicated channel. This minimizes communication latencies which would otherwise degrade 
the intended perceptual effects.
Recently, haptic interfaces have been used to allow interaction with simulated physical entities in a 
virtual environment. When coupled with visual displays, they can provide a user with a much more com­
pelling sense of immersion in a virtual world than would be possible using visual displays alone. This is
User
Figure 9: Haptic interfaces for teleoperations. 
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: Depiction of a user employing a haptic interface (c) to interact with a virtual brake assembly (a). 
A physical instance of the actual brake assembly is shown in (b).
Figure 11: Haptic interfaces for virtual environment.
particularly useful in design applications where it is desirable to experiment with user interactions with a 
contemplated assembly without the need to construct a physical prototype (see Figure 10) [JMH97], Haptic 
interfaces to virtual environments utilize the same sorts of sensors, actuators, and controllers as do force- 
reflective teleoperations systems. Instead of controlling a real teleoperated device, however, they interact 
with a computational simulation. The simulation takes in information about the user’s hand and arm posi­
tions, simulates the effect that would occur if a real teleoperated device was being controlled, next simulates 
the changes that would occur in the environment based on the predicted movement of the teleoperated de­
vice, and finally simulates the forces that would be generated on that device for reflection back to the haptic 
interface actuators (Figure 11).
Significant challenges must be overcome in implementing the architecture shown in Figure 11 in a way 
that achieves adequate performance. The 1+kHz servoing rates needed for the haptic interface mandate 
digital controllers operating under a real-time OS and typically running on some sort of micro-computer. 
Simulations of the physical world often require prodigious amounts of computational power. This, plus the 
frequent need in these simulations for interaction with legacy software, means that the simulations need to be 
run on high-capacity compute servers. Such servers seldom support either deterministic real-time scheduling 
or dedicated communication channels, both of which would be required to achieve the necessary cycling 
rates using an architecture such as shown in Figure 11. Even if the OS and communications latencies could 
be sufficiently reduced, many computational simulations of physical effects cannot be processed completely 
in the time needed to support perceptual realism in a haptic interface.
Figure 12 illustrates an alternate computational architecture with the potential to overcome at least some 
of these difficulties. The key is to move a portion of the simulation calculations onto the real-time system 
controlling the haptic interface. This allows the simulation code to be run under a real-time OS and gains 
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Figure 12: Alternate architecture implementing haptic interfaces for virtual environment.
heterogeneous computer systems. Since the computing power of the real-time system will be limited, it 
is essential that only those portions of the simulation critical to achieving perceptual realism be moved. 
This requires that the necessary information be sent from the compute servers to the real-time controller for 
caching and that the cached information be updated in a timely manner so as to preserve the realism of the
Running a portion of the simulation on the real-time controller significantly complicates communication 
and synchronization within the overall system. State information has to be exchanged between the real-time 
system and the compute servers to insure consistency in a simulation that is now distributed across disparate 
computational engines. Synchronization problems are made more difficult by the fact that the real-time 
system will typically be running control loops with cycle times much faster than can be achieved with the 
more complex computations being run on the compute servers. Those portions of the simulation running on 
the computer servers may themselves be distributed computations resulting in a behavior in which different 
aspects of the state of the simulation are updated at different times.
We can abstract the requirement for communications between the real-time controller and the computer
• Communication involves exchange of state vectors between two processes.
•  Writers generate different aspects of state information at different rates.
The simplest way to satisfy these requirements would be for entities which need state information to 
explicitly request it from those entities where the needed information is computed. There are two significant 
potential sources of latency in this communication model. (1) A round trip message needs to be sent through 
the communications channel. (2) Generating the requested information can take a significant amount of 
time. The second effect can be reduced by continually generating relevant information and then caching 
the results of the most recently completed computation. While worst case response time will be the same, 
average case response will be halved. The round trip communications latency can be halved by doing the 
actual caching of state at the receiver. If different aspects of state become available at different instances in 
time, the communications bandwidth needed to transfer state updates to the receiver can be reduced if the 
communications protocol supports the transmission of partial information about state. Since the consistency 
of the state vector is important, we also require a mechanism to group these partial updates into one atomic
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•  M inim ize communication latencies by caching most recently generated state information at the re­
ceiver.
•  M inim ize bandwidth requirements by allowing partial updates o f  cached state information, with a 
m echanism  for signalling the com pletion o f all partial updates.
5.2 The MESNE Communications Model in Detail
Section 5 exam ined a simple algorithm in shared memory providing a first attempt at the desired com m unica­
tions m odel. This section expands that m odel, describing the form o f the user interface and its functionality, 
but avoids discussion o f the algorithms necessary to implement an ideal M ESNE communication system.
M ESNE allows a writer process to communicate a signal vector to a reader process in such a way that 
the writer can make any number o f partial updates to the elem ents o f  the vector and then mark the signal 
consistent. The reader w ill then receive only the most recent consistent signal vector.
A  M ESNE signal vector consists o f N  elem ents o f  S  bytes each. The signal vector is therefore an 
opaque memory region o f N  * S  bytes which is segmented into N  uniform elem ents. For two processes to 
communicate using M ESNE, they must agree on the configuration ( N , S )  o f  this signal vector, and one must 
act as writer and the other as reader.
The writer API has three fundamental calls: m e s n e .b e g in .w r i t e ( . . . ) ,  m e s n e  . e l e m e n t  .w r i t e { . . . ) ,  and 
m e s n e - e n d - w r i t e ( . . . ) .  The m e s n e .e l e m e n t .w r i t e { . . . )  call assigns new data to a specified elem ent o f  
the signal vector. This can be called any number o f times for any elem ents o f  the vector, and each call is 
interpreted as a partial update o f the signal vector. B y calling m e s n e - e n d - w r i t e { . . . ) ,  the writer is stating 
that these writes are now complete. The signal vector is then in a consistent state, and can now be published 
to the reader. After the m e s n e .e n d jw r i t e ( . . . )  call, the system is assum ed to be in a state unsafe for writing 
as it works to ensure that the reader has the correct values for each element. The m e s n e .b e g in .w r i t e ( . . . )  
call will block until the system is ready for writing again. The begin and end calls thus act as parentheses 
for the writes. A ll writes inside a begin/end pair w ill be treated as one write. These calls also serve to 
hide any blocking that may occur because o f work that must be done by other processes in the system. 
(Although m e s n e .b e g in .w r i t e { . . . )  can block, w e insist that it not block for any reason involving buffer 
capacity or actions o f the reader process. Only work remaining for the local host can delay the return o f the 
m e s n e J b e g in .w r i te ( . . . )  call.)
The reader API also has a begin/end design. The m e s n e  .b eg in  j r e a d i )  call provides the reader with 
a snapshot o f  the m ost recent com plete signal vector, i.e. one with all previous com pleted writes applied. 
This snapshot can be examined with the m e s n e .e l  e m e n t . r e a d { . . . )  call, which requires an element number 
and returns the current data contained in that elem ent. It also provides the reader process with an indication 
o f  whether or not this elem ent’s data is new as o f  this begin/end pair. This snapshot is guaranteed to be 
consistent and static, regardless o f  any further updates from the writer, until the read is completed using the 
m e s n e .e n d . r e a d Q  call. The next m e s n e .b e g in . r e a d ( ) will block until the signal vector is consistent and 
ready for examination. (Again, the m e s n e .b e g in . r e a d ( )  w ill only block to await the completion o f work 
done by the local host. N o actions taken by the writer w ill delay the return o f  m e s n e .b e g in . r e a d ( ) .
S ince the signal vector may be large, and only a few o f the elem ents may contain new data, w e provide 
a method for iterating over only those elem ents which are new. The m e s n e . i t e r a t e . r e a d ( . . . )  function 
accepts an iterator function and will call this function for each elem ent that has new data, supplying it with 
the elem ent number and a pointer to the new data. The m e s n e  . i t e r  a te  . r e a d ( . . . )  call w ill return the number 
o f elem ents in the signal vector which contained new data. This m echanism  prevents the user from having 
to exam ine each elem ent in the signal vector.
N ote that there are no synchronization requirements between the partners. The two processes can per­
form their reads or writes at any rate and at any time, without risk o f buffer overflow or blocking for long
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periods of time.
The configuration (N ,S ) is important because it specifies the granularity of both the writer’s partial 
updates and the reader’s indication of which portions have changed. One element of S  bytes is the smallest 
portion that can be partially updated by the writer, and the smallest portion over which the reader can detect 
a change.
Briefly, this functionality is achieved as follows. A writer process keeps a pool of buffers, each equal 
in size to one element (S  bytes) to accept partial writes. For each element that is updated, the writer copies 
the data into one of these buffers, and updates indexing data structures. All of these updates are considered 
pending until the writer process calls m esne-endjivrite(...). This marks the signal vector as consistent.
A network process reads from these buffers and sends the data to the partner. The buffering allows the 
writer to continue writing even if the network is blocked and cannot send. So, many complete updates to the 
signal vector can be collapsed in these buffers. When the network unblocks, it can begin sending only those 
packets which are a part of the most recent consistent signal vector. When all new elements have been sent, 
the network process sends an end-of-write packet (EOW).
The reader keeps a pool of buffers, each equal in size to one element (S  bytes). It is the responsibility of 
the receiving code to distribute the incoming data packets among these buffers and properly update internal 
indexing data structures upon receiving an EOW so that it can always reconstruct the most recently received 
consistent signal vector, and can always receive more packets. The reconstruction should not introduce 
unnecessary copies of the data, and since old data is not significant, the required buffer space is finite.
Note that this system allows each element update to be sent to the reader immediately, without waiting 
for the signal vector to become consistent. By eagerly sending data to the reader and making the reader 
responsible for applying the updates and enforcing consistency, we reduce the latency of communication.
Two processes establish a connection with each other using m esne-connectjread(...) and 
m esne .connect jw rite(...), each specifying the other as the target of communication. Either partner can 
perform this connect first. Even if the partner is not present, the rest of the API calls function identically. 
Since only the most recent data is important, MESNE treats an absent writer process in the same way as 
one that is not sending data. Writer processes can send data regardless of whether or not a reader is present, 
with the assurance that if one does appear, it will receive the most recent complete signal vector. Each 
partner can therefore drop out of the connection at any time without affecting the other, and can reestablish 
communication by using the connect call again.
5.3 Prototype Myrinet Implementation
The Myrinet SNE designs were simple, and it was easy to argue that the latencies for such designs should not 
be lower than that of a well-implemented packet-stream protocol. However, MESNE is considerably more 
complex, and it is not clear that implementing the majority of the functionality using Myrinet’s processor is 
the correct choice for the lowest latency solution. 2
The remainder of this paper describes a prototype MESNE implementation intended to explore the 
design space. Rather than attempt to implement a fully functioning MESNE natively on Myrinet hardware, 
we first implement only the reader half, using a simple send queue for the writer, to determine if the latency is 
low enough and the design task simple enough to continue with a full implementation. This simple prototype 
also allows us to explore two design trade-offs concerning reliability and receive-buffer placement.
2It is true that using M yrinet’s processor removes the burden of handling packet reception from the host processor, but the host 
processor is considerably faster and the savings may be inconsequental. Possibly more important is the fact that a Myrinet MESNE 
solution on SGI systems would require only one interrupt per complete write (which may consist of many individual element 
updates), rather than one interrupt per packet received. This is because the reader is guaranteed not to examine the data until the 
write is complete. With more generic packet transmission protocols, the user must be able to examine each received packet.
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The algorithm presented in Figure 8 should serve as an example o f  the general methods w e will use to 
provide the functionality o f the ideal M ESNE communications model. We will not discuss the necessary 
algorithms in detail here; they are detailed fully in Appendix B.
Although the prototype has simplified the writer’s end o f the comm unication, all other parts o f  the 
prototype are fully implemented, providing protected multi-user access, the com plete reader’s end API, and 
network routing tools. The full documentation o f the prototype M ESNE API is given in Section Appendix 
A.
5.3.1 Design
The prototype implementation o f M ESNE consists o f custom LANai software, a device driver, a user level 
library, and routing and initialization scripts. In this section we discuss the high level design o f M ESNE. 
M ore detailed design and implementation information is provided in the appendices as noted.
5.3.2 The Communications Endpoint
The M ESNE prototype provides multiple user processes with protected access to the network hardware 
by partitioning the NIC SRAM  into a number o f communcations endpoints, called ports. A user process 
establishing a M ESNE connection mmaps one o f  these endpoints into its address space, allowing direct 
programmed I/O (PIO) access to the network hardware for control. The LANai software handles multiple 
endpoints in round-robin fashion.
For a writer, the communications endpoint in SRAM  contains status and control variables, a shared 
queue, and an area for writing elem ent updates. This provides the writer with a queue-based interface to the 
network. A writer process inserts its elem ent updates into this queue, and the LANai software extracts and 
delivers them to the communications partner. (N ote again that this is a simplification from the ideal M ESNE  
design, and blocking can result if  the network cannot empty the queue faster than the writer process fills it.)
For a reader, the communications endpoint consists o f  an SRAM  protion and a separate DM A capable 
portion o f host memory. The SRAM  contains status and control variables, And the host memory region is 
used by the network to store individual elem ent updates.
It is important to note that the connect functions in the M ESNE API establish connections between  
two ports on two separate network interfaces, not between two processes. In order to communicate, two 
processes must each claim  a port on their host and specify a connection to the remote partner’s host and 
port. These two ports are then claim ed for the specified communication. W hen the other partner attempts 
the reciprocal connection, it w ill simply join  the one already established. Once the two communicating 
partners are joined, either partner may disconnect without disturbing the other; i.e.,a  reader w hose partner 
writer has released w ill simply receive no new data, and a writer w hose partner reader has released w ill 
simply be unaware that no one is paying attention to the data it sends. The connection between the two ports 
w ill not be dissolved until both partners disconnect or terminate.
5.3.3 Sending Packets
In order to com m unicate a signal vector with configuration (N , S ), N  elem ents o f  S  bytes each, the M ESNE  
API provides a writer with a writeable buffer o f N  * S  bytes (in the endpoint SRAM ) which holds the 
current value o f the signal vector. Any partial update to the signal (i.e. modification o f an elem ent) is made 
directly to this buffer by the API library. Since this buffer is kept in NIC SRAM , all writes to this buffer are 
done via PIO. Therefore, all host-to-card transfers are done via PIO, as with Fast M essages [SP97].
The NIC also maintains a queue o f  elem ents which have been written. W hen the user writes an elem ent, 
the API library modifies the elem ent using PIO, and then enters the number o f the elem ent in the queue.
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The LANai software reads element numbers out of the queue, and sends a network packet to the reader 
consisting of the element number and the data currently stored in that element. When the user ends the 
write, thus stating that the signal vector is consistent, the LANai will send an end-of-write (EOW) packet 
when the queue is empty.
5.3.4 Reliability
Many communications protocols and networks provide reliable ordered delivery, but the assumptions re­
quired for such reliability can differ. For example, TCP/IP provides reliable delivery between two host 
computers even if hardware along the communications path fails, or the network topology is changed but 
still provides a route. Fast Messages for Myrinet, on the other hand, makes more restrictive assumptions 
about the hardware to achieve reliable ordered delivery.
Since Myrinet is inherently very reliable, the chance of a lost or corrupt packet due to a bit error in a 
data byte, routing byte, or internal control byte is very small and can be comfortably ignored. If cables are 
disconnected or switches lose power, packets can also be lost or corrupted, but many users of Myrinet safely 
assume these events will not occur. But because Myrinet was designed to be able to clear packet deadlocks 
autonomously, there is an additional possibility for lost packets. If a packet is blocked at the input port of an 
interface card or a switch for longer than a specified time (50ms in current generation Myrinet components), 
the packet will be dropped.
This delay can occur at an interface card if a packet arrives from the network when no memory is 
available to store it. The DMA engine which transfers packets from the network to NIC memory will be 
idle, and the packet will block. When a receive buffer is made available in NIC memory, the DMA engine 
can be started and the packet will be received.
Fast Messages (FM) achieves reliable ordered delivery as follows. It assumes the network topology is 
fixed and consistently powered, and that the bit error rate is practically zero. It eliminates the final possibility 
for dropped packets by employing a send-credit scheme. When a connection is formed, the sender is granted 
a number of send credits proportional to the amount of buffer space the receiver has available for that 
connection. Each sent packet deducts a credit. When the credits are gone, the sender is not allowed to 
transmit any more packets. Only when the receiving host computer consumes the received packets and thus 
frees buffer space is credit returned to the sender. So, packets will never be sent to an interface unless buffer 
space is available, and therefore no packet will ever have to wait. We will refer to this form of reliability, 
which requires assumptions about the network hardware, as FM reliability, and the TCP/IP form we will 
refer to as full reliability.
With the MESNE prototype we have explored two design options concerning reliability. One is to 
ensure full reliability by employing a common sliding window algorithm (explained in Appendix C) on 
transmitted packets. The other is to make no effort at ensuring reliability and examine the design to see if 
the requirements for FM reliability are satisfied.
5.3.5 Receive Buffer Space Requirem ents
The LANai software on the receive side maintains a pool of S-byte buffers to receive these data packets. It 
must direct the data into these buffers and adjust internal data structures so that the most recently received 
consistent signal vector can be reconstructed and made available to the user for an indefinite period of time. 
It must also be able to receive any number of further data or EOW packets without running out of buffer 
space or corrupting the reconstructed signal vector.
The algorithm presented in figure 8 shows that using 3N buffers is sufficient if shared memory is used 
as the underlying communications medium. However, since a write is a network operation, and because 
low-latency is an important goal, there are compelling reasons to use 4N buffers. To summarize, the 3N-
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buffer design can fail if packets can be corrupted, since it expects only accurate data to be written into each 
buffer. Also, the processing which must be done in the endjwriteQ  call in Figure 8 can increase the latency 
of signal communication, and a 4N-buffer algorithm can reduce this work. (These issues are explained in 
detail in Appendix B.)
Further, additional data structures are needed to direct the reception and to allow the reconstruction of 
the most recently received consistent signal vector whenever the reader requests it. Although 8 gave a simple 
example of the kind of processing we need to do, i.e. making In, Out, and L R  arrays of indices describing 
the correct buffer locations for reading or updating, the actual algorithm that we use is more complex and is 
described in Appendix B.
Since MESNE is a sender-based approach, the NIC must manage these data structures, and so they are 
kept in LANAi SRAM. However, the pool of 4N buffers need not be kept there.
5.3.6 Receive Buffer Locations
There are two possible choices for the location of this pool of 4N buffers. First, we could keep it directly 
in the NIC’s memory. The NIC software can simply examine the packet header, consult its data structures, 
and receive the rest of the packet into the correct buffer. This would mean that any packet from the network 
would always have a buffer on the NIC available to receive it. Therefore no packets would have to wait, 
the 50ms timeout would never occur, and no packets would be dropped. Thus, simply because the MESNE 
communications model never requires more than 4N receive buffers of S bytes each, we can ensure FM 
reliability with no additional effort. 3
There are two drawbacks to this choice. First, NIC SRAM is fairly scarce. This choice limits the size 
of the largest signal vector that can be communicated and the total number of connections that the interface 
can handle. The second drawback is that when the reader requests the most recent consistent signal vector, it 
should be available directly in the memory of the reader process, not in the NIC SRAM, so that reads of the 
signal vector do not have to access the PCI bus (as they did in the simple PIO version of the mymet SNE). 
The LANai software must respond to this request by determining which buffers contain the correct element 
data and transferring them one at a time to a reassembled signal vector in the reader process’s memory. 
Although this DMA from the NIC to the host is a necessary copy, more latency is introduced because this 
transfer must be started only after the reader process requests a new signal vector.
The second choice is to place this pool of 4N buffers in the reader host’s memory. The NIC can simply 
consume all incoming packets from the network into a circular buffer. It can then empty this buffer by 
examining the packet and its data structures to decide where it belongs in the reader’s process memory, 
and initiaing a to-host DMA to the correct user buffer. When the reader requests a the signal vector, the 
NIC can simply supply it with a list of indices indicating which buffers in this pool form the most recently 
received consistent signal vector. Since the network will then simply serve to allow a remote writer to make 
modifications to buffers in the reader’s memory, this scheme is very similar to the triple-buffering algorithm 
with all writes occuring over the network.
The advantages are that the net receive engine and the to-host engine are more likely to operate simul­
taneously, and the work required to supply the reader with the signal vector is much simpler. These both 
reduce the latency. However, we can no longer guarantee that a packet will not wait to be received by the 
NIC, since the circular buffer can fill. The time required to free enough space in a full circular buffer to 
receive an arbitrary packet is dependent on the workload of the LANai and the to-host DMA characteristics 
and is not necessarily bounded. Therefore, this option is not FM reliable.
3Note that Myrinet switches can also drop packets. This will occur i f  a packet arriving at one switch port must wait longer than 
50 ms for its desired output port. For large busy networks with bottlenecks, these losses are a real possibility, and FM  could not be 
considered reliable in these cases.
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Figure 1 summarizes the resulting reliability of each of the four design options. Each of these options 
have been implemented in the prototype, and we compare the test results in section 5.5.
No Sliding Window Sliding Window
Buffers in NIC SRAM FM reliable Fully reliable
Buffers in Host M emory NOT reliable Fully reliable
Table 1: Resulting reliability of the four design options
5.3.7 The Device Driver
To avoid the latencies incurred with system calls, the device driver does not participate directly in sending 
or receiving data. The device driver handles the allocation of the multiple communications endpoints, called 
ports, on each interface, so that multiple user processes can access the network. It controls user-level access 
to the limited number of ports on each interface, allocates portions of the LANai SRAM and a DMA capable 
portion of host memory for use by each user process using MESNE, and regulates mmap access to these 
locations. It is also responsible for cleaning up these resources when user processes disconnect or crash.
When a user process calls m esne .connect-write  or rn e s n e _ c: o n n e c t .read, the device driver claims the 
specified local port and attempts to forge a connection with the remote port on the remote interface. If the 
local port is available, and the remote port is either unused or in use by a suitable parter, the device driver 
allocates a portion of LANai SRAM and a DMA capable region of host memory for the exclusive use of 
this process. The device driver finally allows the user process to m m ap  these areas, and all communication 
with the NIC occurs through these mappings. When the process calls mesne-disconnect, this function 
unmaps all NIC and host memory, and this informs the driver to tear down the connection and release all 
NIC resources. Appendix D explains in detail.
5.3.8 Routing Issues
We assume that the network topology is static. Each interface is assigned a unique interface number, and 
routing instructions for each interface are generated by hand and kept in a human-readable file. On boot up, 
the host must initialize the NIC with a routing table and assign it a unique interface number. An initialization 
script examines the routing file and initializes all interfaces on the host.
5.3.9 The custom LANai software
In this implementation, the LANai software performs nearly all the processing required by the protocol 
(described in section Appendix B). It is divided into an interrupt context routine and a user context routine. 
The interrupt context routine handles all packet receptions. If the buffer pool is kept in the host, this routine 
also handles the DMA which transfers the packets to the correct host buffers. The user context routine 
handles sending packets for all writer ports and the processing of all end-of-read signals from reader ports.
Processing for the writer ports simply involves consuming element numbers from the shared queue and 
sending the data, already present on the LANai, through the network. It responds to a m esne-end-write  
command from the writer process by emptying the queue and sending an end-of-write packet to the reader. 
Processing for reader ports occurs when the mesne-end-read  function is called, ending the previous read.
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The LANai updates the data structures and host data buffers so as to provide the reader process with the 
most recent consistent signal vector.
The LANai software also establishes and tears down connections with remote ports when requested to 
do so by the device driver, but the methods used are standard and will not be described here.
5.3.10 D eterm ining DMA Completion
As discussed in section 3.2, since SGI systems allow multiple cache lines of a DMA operation to commit to 
memory out of order, an interrupt is required to be certain that a DMA operation has completed. However, 
the re-ordering of cache lines in a DMA transaction is highly unlikely. The MESNE prototype can signal 
completion of a DMA operation by detecting a change in the status word located one word past the end of 
the DMA’s target location. This status word can be changed either by making the DMA operation one word 
longer or by using the host interrupt routine.
5.4 R e la te d  W o rk
Virtual environment researchers have addressed their needs for low latency communication in a number 
of ways. The designers of the CAVE Virtual Environment [CC92] chose SCRAMnet [TB98], a broadcast 
memory system, for their communications medium. SCRAMnet provides simple replication of local mem­
ory writes to the memory of other hosts on the network. Implementinga communications model such as 
ours over SCRAMnet would not necessarily be trivial, since efficiently implementing synchronization and 
mutual exclusion over such a replicated memory system is an area of research [SM98].
Other shared memory systems are available which provide true distributed shared memory to heteroge­
neous computing elements. Although the latencies of these systems are impressive, they require a significant 
investment in special purpose hardware. However, as discussed, MESNE can be seen as a set of shared mem­
ory algorithms adapted for use over a LAN; therefore, MESNE can be easily designed to use shared memory 
between two processes whenever possible.
The Network Data Delivery Service, NDDS [GP94], provides another example of a most-recent-only 
communications paradigm. With NDDS, hosts on a network “publish” the signals they produce and “sub­
scribe” to signals they need. In addition, under NDDS, signals may be published and received by any number 
of hosts. Each publisher is rated with a strength and duration, and receivers will receive only the strongest 
signal whose duration has not expired. This fits well with most fault-tolerant real-time systems, since the 
signals produced by “hot standby” publishers will automatically be used if  a primary publisher fails. Since 
it uses multicast UDP/IP as its underlying communcations medium, it easily supports many-to-many com- 
muncation and is inherently portable; however, the typical latencies are double that of UDP for small packet 
sizes.
Like the prototype MESNE implementation, the rest of the approaches which we will discuss have also 
used Myrinet as the interconnect fabric, although not necessarily exclusively. These approaches have ei­
ther inspired certain aspects of the prototype’s construction or could be used as underlying communications 
protocols constructing a communications model similar to MESNE. We will use these to compare imple­
mentation details and performance results. For an excellent overview of current protocol research using 
Myrinet, see [RAFB98],
The basic structure of the Myrinet MESNE prototype is similar to Direct Deposit [MRS95], Hamlyn 
[GB95], VMMC [CD97], and other sender-based protocols which use a shared-memory abstraction to elim­
inate receive buffer overflow problems and reduce OS invovement. In each of these, a sender is allowed to 
write directly into a receiver’s buffer by specifying the target address within this buffer. Direct Deposit is 
connection oriented, follows a client-server model, and supports bidirectional communication. In this pro­
tocol, each write into the receiver’s memory generates a notification which is appended to a queue. These
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notifications inform the receiver of new data at specific locations in its receive buffer. However, programs 
that receive data at a faster rate than they consume from the queue run the risk of losing notifications. There­
fore the user must provide some synchronization. Hamlyn is similar to Direct Deposit but has provisions for 
preventing notification queue overrun. It also provides key-based network security and support for adaptive 
routing networks. VMMC makes notifications optional. They can be attached to a message, causing the 
invocation of a user-level handler function after the message has arrived in process memory. Thus there is 
no explicit receive operation.
The user-level orientation and multi-user support provided in the Myrinet MESNE prototype follows 
that of U-Net [TE95] and others [RAFB98], which provides user-level access to various network interfaces, 
including Myrinet, ATM, and fast ethemet. Such user-level access removes the operating system from 
involvement in packet sending or receiving, thus eliminating system call overhead. Although the basic U- 
Net implementation simply provides a user-level entry point into the network for sending and receiving a 
stream of packets, a superset called Direct-access U-Net allows a sender to place a packet directly in the 
receiving process’s address space at an offset specified by the sender, and provides another example of a 
sender-based protocol.
The Myrinet MESNE prototype is similar to all of these in that an incoming packet is placed directly 
in receive buffers by the NIC based on the directions of the sender, without waiting for an explicit receive 
operation. However, the prototype’s receiving software interprets the incoming packets as modifications to 
a signal vector and distributes the receivied packets into a pool of buffers in such a way that it can always 
reconstruct the most recently received consistent signal vector and can always receive more data packets. 
So the MESNE prototype is similar to a sender-based protocol with a more complex receive mechanism.
The MESNE prototype provides the required high-level functionality in one protocol level, whereas 
the others provide low-level interfaces of much more general use. It would be difficult, for example, to 
implement another protocol on top of this prototype.
Fast Messages (FM) [SP97] is a messaging layer specifically designed to support the implementation of 
higher level messaging layers. It is intended more for language and library designers rather than end users. 
It provides a reliable ordered message stream, decoupling of communication and computation (provided by 
message handlers which process packets only when the user requests), and freedom from communication 
deadlock. The Myrinet implementation of FM uses a flow control technique to obtain reliable delivery over 
Myrinet. We will discuss this technique and compare it with a simpler approach that one version of MESNE 
allows.
Put/Get on FM [JN96] and Global Arrays on FM [LAG98] are examples of more sophisticated shared- 
memory protocols which have been implemented over FM. Both provide a rich set of primitives for dis­
tributed computing. Put/Get enables a group of distributed processes to read and write the virtual memory 
of any process in the group. It provides process synchronization through barriers and atomic read-and-set 
operations on single integer values. Global Arrays allows global floating-point or integer matrices to be 
shared among distributed processes, and allows the process to determine which portions of a distributed 
matrix are stored locally. Each process can read or write a submatrix of the global matrix asynchronously, 
without requiring the cooperation of any other process. Synchronization is provided by process barriers, 
distributed mutexes, and by atomic read-and-increment operations on matrix elements.
Put/Get and Global Arrays are high-level protocols implemented over FM ’s more general low-level 
interface. This will present a valuable comparison to MESNE’s approach of implementing a special purpose 
high-level protocol in one layer.
5 .5 P e rfo rm a n c e
Latency tests were performed on a four-processor SGI Onyx2 holding two Myrinet interface cards. A single 
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Figure 13: MESNE Version 1. Latency for a write with only one new element.
was restricted from running any other processes and isolated from handling OS functions (such as TLB 
miss servicing, device interrupt handling, etc.), and its clock scheduler was disabled, thus allowing the test 
process exclusive and uninterrupted use of this processor. The test process repeatedly wrote its elements 
and called m esne.endjw rite  on one interface, and then called mesne-beginjread  and mesne-end-read  
on the receiving interface until the new signal vector was available. The elapsed time was measured with 
the free-running hardware counter, which has a resolution of 0.8/xs. This approach allowed accurate timing 
of one-way latency, and accessing only one card at a time prevented PCI bus contention. This test method is 
comparable to the test used to determine the minimum latency of 105 /xs for the MyriAPI. A round trip test 
was used to determine the 50 /xs one-way latency of the GM API on these platforms. The MESNE prototype 
was set to signal completion of a DMA operation by placing a status word at the end of a DMA operation. 
Thus, interrupts were avoided. Although DMA reordering events are extremely rare and have not been 
detected, this signalling option does not guarantee correct functioning. If interrupts were selected instead, 
the implementation would be correct, but the latency results given here would be considerably higher.
We emphasize that these test conditions eliminate many extraneous sources of latency and variation: 
context switching, all OS operations, and use of the NIC by other processes. We report the minimum times 
revealed by these tests and note that the average times obtained were rougly 20% higher.
5.5.1 Version 1: Buffer Pool in NIC SRAM
The first implementation of MESNE placed the receive buffer pool in the NIC SRAM. In this version, the 
NIC updates a signal vector in the reader process’ memory from this buffer pool using DMA whenever a 
new signal vector is requested. This version was tested both with and without a sliding window algorithm 
which guaranteed reliable transmission. Recall that, without the sliding window algorithm, this version is 
FM reliable.
Figure 13 shows the latency for receiving one new element per write as a function of the number and 
size of the elements in the connection. Note that in this graph, the number of elements in a signal vector is 
more limited for larger element sizes because of the limited memory of the LANai.
The latencies for this version are considerably higher than that of GM ’s at 50 /x. However, certain 
desirable properties are evident. The latency for communicating one new element of data per write increases 
very slowly with the total number of elements in the signal vector, and the sliding window adds only a small 
overhead of about 4 /xs/packet to the latency. Since in this version the data is not transfered into host
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VMMC and FM have achieved 10 fis and 11 /is minimum latencies, respectively, on PCI PC’s. The mini­
mum latencies of put and get operations for Global arrays over Myrinet are 7.4 ps and 33 /is respectively on 
PCI PC platforms.
Although none of these protocols are directly comparable to MESNE in terms of memory-protected 
access and provisions for data consistency, either providing none of these features or much more general 
forms than MESNE provides, we must attempt to compare the latencies to judge the quality of our prototype 
MESNE implementation. Hamlyn, Direct Deposit, and VMMC do not provide synchronization or atomic 
access to the receive area, so we expect their latencies to be lower than MESNE. While the DMA perfor­
mance of PCI PC’s is in general superior to that of the SGI architectures, the HP architecture is comparable 
[GB95], So, nearly all the difference between the performance of Direct Deposit or Hamlyn and MESNE is 
due to the protocol and implementation. BIP does not provide multiple user processes protected access to 
the NIC.
Put/Get and Global Arrays provide synchronization, but unlike MESNE, neither directly provides the 
reader with unlimited atomic access to the entire shared region without blocking further updates by the 
writer. Such functionality could be implemented easily using these systems by arranging mutually exclusive 
access to a set of data structures and triple-buffering the data, but this would require several atomic opera­
tions and shared variable accesses in addition to the data communication. MESNE avoids these by handling 
all consistency issues on the reader side. Lacking latency data for the atomic read-and-update operations 
of these protocols on hardware that is comparable to MESNE’s, we cannot compare directly. However, 
MESNE on comparable hardware is likely to have lower latency simply because it would consist of one 
protocol layer rather than three.
These performance measurements show that for the smallest packets, MESNE’s latencies are compara­
ble to GM’s. Futher, MESNE, as implemented directly in the LANai, can process all arriving packets so 
that absolutely no host processor activity is needed to handle individual element updates reception. This 
is especially important when the writer is sending much faster than the reader is reading. FM must call a 
user-level handler function to process incoming packets. Similarly, a GM implementation would require 
host processor activity to accept packets and provide the interface with new receive buffers. MESNE avoids 
this small but unnecessary drain on the host processor. Although this property might not show up in latency 
measurements, even a small drain on potentially heavily loaded real-time computation engines may be worth 
avoiding.
This implementation achieves low latency at the cost of bandwith, since the prototype uses PIO instead 
of DMA for host-to-NIC data transactions. Figure 14 shows that 32K can be transmitted in rougly 1.1 ms, 
giving a bandwidth of 28.4 MB/s, which is about 75% of the limiting PIO bandwith. Portability has also 
been sacrificed; an implementation built on top of GM would be portable to any platform supported by 
GM with a simple recompile, whereas the current MESNE prototype would be difficult to port to another 
platform.
6 Future work
Since the Latency of our prototype MESNE design is close to the latency of GM, and the addition of 
interrupts is likely to increase the latency further, it will be more productive to implement MESNE using 
GM as the underlying layer, when GM drivers become available for SGI systems. TCP, UDP, and shared- 
memory implementations would also make the design more useful.
Although the simple SNE designs lack some of the desireable features of MESNE, we can easily con­
struct a complete native Myrinet SNE implementation by simplyfying the MESNE prototype. For packets 
smaller than a cache line, where interrupts are not needed, this approach will certainly have lower latency 
than GM, and may be useful for various projects.
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7 Summary
The SNE and MESNE designs provide a simple method which allows a writer process and a reader process 
to communicate the most recent value of a signal. The SNE design allows communication of one monolithic 
signal. The MESNE design allows the writer to make any number of partial updates to this signal vector 
or mark the write complete at any time. The reader is allowed unlimited atomic access to a copy of the 
signal vector with all previous completed writes applied. The asynchronous nature of these protocols frees 
the programmer from worrying about the relative rates of sending and receiving and also allows running 
programs to tolerate failures of their partners with no programmer effort. The prototype implementation 
of MESNE has a minimum latency of 50 /zs, which is comparable to that of GM on the same platforms. 
A complete implementation is certain to have higher latency, so the approach of providing all protocol 
computation directly on the Myrinet hardware has been abandoned in favor of using standard protocols as 
underlying communications layers.
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This section describes the Prototype MESNE API in detail.
A p p e n d ix  A  T h e  A P I
A p p en d ix  A .l  C onnec tion  e s ta b lish m e n t a n d  te a rd o w n
i n t
m e s n e _ c o n n e c t_ w r ite (i n t  l o c a l _ u n i t ,
i n t  l o c a l _ p o r t ,
i n t  r e a d e r _ id ,
i n t  r e a d e r _ p o r t ,
i n t  n u m b e r_ o f_ e le m e n ts ,
i n t  s iz e _ o f _ e a c h _ e le m e n t ) ;
i n t
m e s n e _ c o n n e c t_ re a d (i n t  l o c a l _ u n i t ,
i n t  l o c a l _ p o r t ,
i n t  w r i t e r _ i d ,
i n t  w r i t e r _ p o r t ,
i n t  n u m ber_o f_e1e m e n ts ,
i n t  s iz e _ o f _ e a c h _ e le m e n t ) ;
i n t
m e s n e _ d is c o n n e c t( i n t  c id )  ;
The connect calls establish half of a connection, either as reader or writer. The disconnect call tears 
it down and releases the resources. Because each host can have multiple Myrinet interfaces, the user must 
specify which one to use ( l o c a l _ u n i t ) .  Each interface is assigned a unique ID , and the user must specify 
the ID of the remote interface.
To support multiple simultaneous users, each interface supports a small number of ports, each of which 
handles exactly one connection. The user must specify both the local port and the remote port.
We emphasise that this does not follow a client-server model. Either of the partners can connect first, 
because these calls do not establish a connection between two processes, but rather between two ports. After 
one process has established the connection, a process on the target machine can join if it calls the opposite 
connect function and specifies the same two ports with matching element size and count details. Further, 
after two processes have joined, either one can terminate or call the disconnect function without affecting 
the behavior of the partner’s communications functions. An application which is connected to a partner may 
also terminate and restart with out affecting the partner.
Upon success, the connect functions return a connection identifier. On failure, it returns -1 and returns an 
error code in m esneerrno. The disconnect function returns 0 on success, -1 if the connection id was invalid.
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i n t  m e s n e _ b e g in _ w r ite (i n t  c id ,  i n t  b lo c k ) ;  
i n t
m e s n e _ e le m e n t_ w r i te ( i n t  c id ,
i n t  e lem en t_num ber, 
c o n s t  v o id  * b u f fe r ,  
i n t  b l o c k ) ;
i n t  m e s n e _ e n d _ w rite ( i n t  c i d ) ;
v o id  *
m e s n e _ v e c to r_ a d d re s s ( i n t  c i d ) ;  
i n t
m e sn e _ m a rk _ w rite ( i n t  c id ,
i n t  e le m en t_ n u m b er, 
i n t  b l o c k ) ;
The writer signals that a write of the signal vector is about to begin by calling mesneJbegiri-write 
In the prototype implementation, the writer end of the communication is implemented as a simple 
queue, so it is possible for this to block for network related reasons. The block parameter can be set to 
MESNE_BLOCKING or MESNE_NONBLOCKING. If the first is used, the function will block until the sys­
tem is ready to allow writes to begin. If the second is chosen, it will return 0 if not yet ready, 1 if ready. It 
will return -1 on error in both cases.
When the m esne Jbeginjwrite  call has completed successfully, the writer can then perform any num­
ber of updates to the signal vector with m esne.e lem entjwrite . The block parameter works exactly as 
before; the call will either block until a write can be performed or return 0 to indicate that the write was not 
accomplished and 1 to indicate success, depending on the value of block.
This function copies N  bytes (the size of an element) from the specified buffer into the specified el­
ement of the signal vector and initiates a send to the reader. When all partial updates are finished, the 
writer can publish the newly modified signal vector to the reader by calling mesne^endjwrite. The 
mesnejwrite^element  call must be called only between calls to m esne.begin jw rite , and 
m esne-endjwrite,  or data corruption will occur.
The writer may call m esne-e lem entjw rite  for the same element multiple times. The reader’s will see 
the values specified in the last call for that element when mesne^endjwrite  is called.
The m esne-e lem entjw rite  function introduces a copy (though technically it is a copy from host mem­
ory to NIC memory and therefore necessary), so the last two functions are provided to avoid this copy. The 
first returns a pointer to the N*S byte signal vector which you can access directly. This points directly to 
the appropriate area of the NIC. You can write to any portion of this signal vector, but afterwards you must 
indicate to the NIC that you changed the memory directly by calling m esn e jm ark jw rite  for any elements 
that you changed.
If a reader process terminates and restarts, at the very next m esne .endjw rite  call the writer’s NIC will 
automatically update all elements which have ever been written. If a writer process terminates and restarts, 
the reader’s signal vector will not be reset to zeroes. The new writer process can either assume that this data 
is still valid, or write all of its elements to reset the reader’s data.
Appendix A.2 W riting
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All of these return -1 on failure, which occurs only if cid is invalid, the element number is invalid, or if 
the connection was not a writer.
A p p en d ix  A .3 R ead in g
i n t
m e s n e _ b e g in _ re a d ( i n t  c id ,
v o id  ( * i t e r a t o r ) ( i n t  e , c o n s t  v o id  * b u f f e r ) , 
i n t  b l o c k ) ;
i n t
m e sn e _ e le m e n t_ re a d ( i n t  c id ,
i n t  e lem en t_num ber, 
v o id  * b u f f e r ) ;
i n t
m esn e _ e n d _ re a d (i n t  c i d ) ;  
i n t
m e sn e _ c h e c k _ re a d ( i n t  c id ,
i n t  e le m en t_ n u in b er, 
v o id  * * b u f f e r ) ;
i n t
m e s n e _ i te r a t e _ r e a d (i n t  c id ,
v o id  i t e r a t o r ( i n t  e ,  c o n s t  v o id  * b u f f e r ) ) ;
i n t
m e s n e _ s e t_ re a d (i n t  c id ,
i n t  e lem en t_ n u in b e r , 
v o id  * b u f f e r ) ;
The mesne-begin jread  call signifies that the process wishes to examine the most recent consistent 
signal vector. If block=MESNE_BLOCKING, this call will block until the internal data structures have 
been made consistent, which involves DMA from the NIC and some minor processing, so this blocking is 
not dependent on any network activity, and will proceed as fast as the NIC can perform the DMA operations.
If block=MESNE_NONBLOCKING, the fuction will return 0 to indicate that the processing is not yet 
complete, and 1 to indicate that it is done.
After this call, the signal vector will be consistent with the writer’s signal vector with all completed 
writes applied as of the time o f  the last m esne-end-write  call.
The iterator  parameter will be described after the m esneJ tera te jread  function has been described.
The mesne-element-read  call will copy the current data stored in the specified element of the sig­
nal vector into the specified buffer. It will return a status integer c which describes the data: if (c & 
M E S N E -V A L I D ) ,  then at some point in the history of the communication, this element was set by the 
writer. Otherwise the data is considered invalid and the element will contain zeroes. If (c & M E S N E - N E W ) ,  
then this element was updated by the writer since the last read. New implies valid. The mesne-check -read
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function will return this status integer without copying the element data. It will return a pointer to the current 
data for that element whether or not the data is new or valid.
For a large signal vector, it would be inefficient to call the m esne-element-read  or the 
mesne-check,-read function for every element during each read, since only a few (possibly no) elements 
may contain new data. Therefore, MESNE provides a mechanism to call a function for only those elements 
which have new data. The m esneJ tera te jread  function will call the iterator function for each element 
that has new data, supplying it with the element number and a pointer to the new data. This pointer points 
to the memory region which the NIC stores partial updates via DMA, so this mechanism also implements 
zero-copy access to the signal vector. The m esne -iterate jread  function will return the number of elements 
in the signal vector which contained new data.
The mesneJbeginjread call also offers an iteration parameter. Since it is possible for the system to be 
aware of which elements contain new data and where that data will be located before the DMA operations 
which actually update that data have completed, the iterator  parameter of m esne Jbeginjread can be used 
to process some of this while the NIC is performing the DMA. This routine can be used to update the user’s 
data structures to point to the correct location for each element’s data. It is important, though, that the 
iterator routine supplied does not dereference these pointers, since they are not guaranteed to point to stable 
data until after the mesne-begin-read  call has completed.
For example, suppose the signal vector consists of the locations and orientations of 64 objects that are 
being tracked in real-time by some remote system, and a reader application wants to receive these locations 
and orientations in order to provide a visual rendering. The program may contain a display list of objects 
to render, and each entry in this list contains the object descriptions and pointers to the object’s location 
and orientation data. The program can call mesne-beginjread  and supply a function which simply updates 
the pointers in the list for a specified element. The mesne-begin_read call will call this iterator for any 
elements which have new data, thus updating the pointers in the display list. When the mesne-begin.read  
call has completed, the data pointed to will be stable, and the rendering can proceed, with no copying of the 
data.
Note that the pointer to the data for each element does not vary in Version 1, since the signal vector is 
always reconstructed in the same memory region. So, the iterator will always receive the same pointer for a 
given element. In Version 2, the signal vector is distributed over 4N element buffers, and a new buffer will 
be used whenever new data comes in, so the pointer to the data for an element will change. So the buffer 
pointer argument to the iterator function is really only useful in Version 2.
The mesne-endjread  function ends the read, and allows the system to begin preparing for the next 
read. After this call, the internal buffers are being updated for the next read, so the element read, check, and 
iterate functions must not be called until mesneJbegin-read is called again.
The integer return value will be -1 on failure, which occurs only if cid is invalid, the element number is 
invalid, or if the connection was not a reader.
A p p en d ix  A .4 D e tec tin g  th e  P a r tn e r
i n t  m e s n e _ s ta tu s ( i n t  c i d ) ;
Since one requirement stated that the behavior of all the API functions must be transparent to failures 
of the partner, none of the previously discussed functions can detect whether a partner process is actually 
participating. A reader with no partner will simply receive no new data, and this is indistinguishable from 
having a partner that is momentarily not sending data, one that has not joined, one that has disconnected, or 
one whose host machine has crashed. Similarly, a writer can’t tell if the data it is sending is being examined.
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This section describes in detail the algorithm that lets the NIC distribute incoming packets into a pool 
of buffers in such a way that it can reconstruct the most recently received consistent signal vector. The 
algorithms for the two versions differ slightly.
A p p en d ix  B .l  V ersion 1: B u ffe r  Pool in  N IC  S R A M
For each m esne.e lem entjw rite  call, the writer sends one packet containing the new element data and the 
element number to the receiving NIC. The m esne-endjwrite  call sends an EOW packet.
The LANai software running on the receiving NIC maintains the 4N S-byte buffers and several data 
structures in NIC SRAM. The arrays In\], O u t [], LastReceived[], and CornpleteW rite [] each contain 
N two-bit integers (0, 1, 2, or 3). The In[] array specfies, for each element, which buffer will receive an 
arriving update. If In[e] = i, for example, it specifies that an update for element e will be stored in buffer 
(iN+e). In the same way, Out[\ specifies the buffers forming the most recently received complete signal 
vector which the reader process is examining. LastReceived[] gives the location of the buffer holding the 
most recently received data for each element. CompleteW rite\]  specifies the buffers which contain the 
next most recently received complete signal vector which has not yet been examined by the reader.
Sixteen of these two-bit quantities can often be processed together as a 32-bit word. So, the N elements 
are grouped into N/16 groups. In the following pseudocode, accessing one of these array elements directly 
returns a two-bit quantity, and accessing a casted version will return 16 two-bit quantities in one 32 bit word. 
For example, 7n[5] returns a two-bit quantity which is the in buffer index for element 5. ((32bit*)In[3]) 
would return a 32 bit quantity consisting of the in buffer indices for elements 48 through 63.
In order to reconstruct a consistent signal vector efficiently, we must maintain a list of all elements which 
have been modified in the current incomplete write, and all elements which have been modified in complete 
writes since the last consistent signal vector was provided to the reader.
LastReceivedList\\, C om pleteW riteL is t\\ ,  and OutList[] serve this purpose. They list which groups 
of elements contain at least one modified element. The variables LRLSize, CWLSize, and OLSize contain 
the sizes of each of these lists. At maximum, each can contain N/16 entries.
The reader process maintains a region of DMA-cabable process memory which is the size of the signal 
vector. This region provides the reader process with its copy of the signal vector. This copy is guar­
anteed to be static and contain the signal vector with all completed writes applied, but only between a 
mesneJbegimread  call and a mesne-endjread  call. After a mesne^endjread  call, the system will up­
date this region to reflect all the writes which had completed at the time of the m esne-endjread  call. 
The reader process also maintains some additional DMA-capable host memory to receive two copies of 
C o m p le teW ri te |] and Com pleteW riteList[] ,  (These copies are referred to as Out and OutList in Figure 
15.) The list is used to provide the m esneJ tera te jread  functionality, and the two copies of CompleteWrite 
(one from a previous read, one from the current read) can be compared to quickly determine if an element 
contains new data. The LANai simply alternates between these two copies for each mesne-endjread  call.
Now, using these data structures, there are only three events that the NIC must respond to: receiving a 
data packet, receiving a EOW packet, and receiving a request for a new signal vector from the reader. The 
first two are network events, and the last is signaled through the reader’s communication endpoint; i.e., the 
m m aped memory shared between the reader process and the LANai.
A p p e n d ix  B  T h e  M E S N E  A lg o r ith m
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Receiving a data packet for element e:
a to m ic  {
i n t  i n v a l , o u t v a l , c w v a l, g ro u p , s i r ;
DMA h e a d e r  o f  p a c k e t  f r o m  n e t w o r k  a n d  d e t e r m i n e  
e l e m e n t  n u m b e r  e ;
g ro u p  = e /1 6 ;  
s i r  = i n v a l  = I n [ e ] ; 
o u tv a l  = O u t[e ] ;  
cw val = C o m p le te W rite [e ] ;
b e g in  DMAing th e  r e s t  o f  th e  p a c k e t  ( th e  d a ta )  
to  LANai b u f f e r  ( in v a l* N  + e ) ;
in v a l  = ( in v a l+ 1 ) &3; 
i f  ( in v a l  == o u tv a l  
i f  ( in v a l  == o u tv a l
a w a i t  DMA c o m p l e t i o n ;
i f  (CRC i s  ok) {
i f  ( ( ( 3 2 b i t* ) L a s tR e c e iv e d ) [g ro u p ]
== ( ( 3 2 b i t* ) C o m p le te W rite ) [g ro u p ] ) { 
L a s tR e c e iv e d L is t[L R L s iz e + + ] = g ro u p ;
}
L a s tR e c e iv e d [e ]  = s i r ;
I n [e ]  = i n v a l ;
}
e l s e  { / *  o t h e r w i s e ,  d i s r e g a r d  t h e  p a c k e t  c o m p l e t e l y .
}
a to m ic  {
i n t  lo o p  = 0; 
i n t  g ro u p ;
w h ile  ( lo o p  < LR Lsize) {
g ro u p  = L a s tR e c e iv e d L is t [ lo o p + + ] ; 
i f  ( ( ( 3 2 b it* )O u t) [g ro u p ]  ==
( ( 3 2 b i t* ) C o m p le te W rite )[g ro u p ]  ) { 
C om pleteW riteL ist[C W L size+ + ] = g ro u p ;
}
( ( 3 2 b i t* ) C o m p le te W rite )[g ro u p ]
= ( ( 3 2 b i t* ) L a s tR e c e iv e d ) [ g r o u p ] ;
• Receiving EOW:
}
• Receiving request for new signal vector from reader:
i f  (CWLsize == 0) {
s e t  a s t a t u s  l o c a t i o n  to  i n d i c a t e  
t h a t  no new e le m e n ts  a r e  a v a i l a b l e .
DMA t h i s  s t a t u s  w ord to  th e  h o s t ;
}
e l s e  {
a to m ic  {
i n t  lo o p  = 0;
b e g in  DMAing C o m p le teW rite  and C o m p le te W rite L is t  to  h o s t  memory, 
t a r g e t t i n g  one o f  th e  two Out and O u tL is t  b u f f e r s ;
O L size = 0;
/*  copy C o m p le teW rite  to  O ut, and  C o m p le te W rite L is t  to  O u tL is t  * /
w h ile  ( lo o p  < CWLsize) {
g roup  = C o m p le te W rite W lis t[ lo o p + + ] ;
O u tL is t[O L s iz e + + ] = g ro u p ;
( ( 3 2 b it* )O u t) [g ro u p ]
= ( (3 2 b it* )C o m p le te W ri te ) [g ro u p ] ;
>
a w a it  DMA c o m p le tio n ;
>
DMA e a ch  new e le m e n t t o  th e  r e a d e r 's  copy o f  th e  s ig n a l
v e c to r .  O u tL is t  c o n ta in s  an  e n t r y  f o r  e a ch  g roup  w hich  
c o n ta in e d  a t  l e a s t  one new e le m e n t . Compare Out 
and C o m p le teW rite  f o r  t h a t  g roup  to  s e e  w h ich  e le m e n ts  
in  th e  g roup  a r e  r e a l l y  m o d if ie d , and  u s e  O u t[e ]  to  
d e te rm in e  w h ich  NIC SRAM b u f f e r  to  DMA from :
B u f fe r  num ber (N * O u t[e ]+ e ) .
s e t  a s t a t u s  l o c a t i o n  to  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  new e le m e n ts  a r e  
a v a i l a b l e ,  and  t h a t  th e  C o m p le te W rite L is t  DMA'd to  
th e  h o s t  c o n ta in e d  CWLsize e le m e n ts .
DMA t h i s  s t a t u s  w ord to  th e  h o s t .
CWLsize = 0;
The atomic sections are needed because packet reception and reader requests are handled by two separate 
contexts on the LANai, one of which is interruptible, so context switches can occur.
The LANai adjusts the In \\ array to provide a new reception area for data packets for each element. 
When one comes in, it updates LastReceived\]  to remember where the most recent data for each element
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Figure 15: Buffer Placement Schematic for Version 1
has been placed, and updates LastReceivedList\\  to include that element’s group. When EOW is received, 
it copies LastReceived\\ to Com pleteW rite \\  for all groups in LastReceivedL ist\\ , and adds any new 
groups to Com pleteW riteL is t\\ .  At this point, C o m ple teW rite fl contains the indices of all the buffers 
which make up the most recently received consistent signal vector, and 
4 C om p le teW ri teL is t |] contains a group entry for each group with at least one new element.
The reader process requests a new signal vector by setting H ost  Command. When the LANai reads 
this command, it clears the H ost C om m and  location. It then copies C o m ple teW rite [] to O ut\\ for all 
groups in C om pleteW riteL is t\\ ,  and it copies both Com pleteW rite\\  and Com pleteW riteL ist\\  to the 
host Out\\ and OutList\\  locations by DMA. Then, all new element data is copied to the host by DMA. 
Finally, the status value is sent to the host by DMA. This status value contains a completion value the size 
of the O u tL is t |],
The host process then waits for the status location to contain the correct completion value. As soon as 
it does, the copy of the signal vector in the reader’s DMA-capable host memory is a consistent copy of the 
signal vector with all received complete writes applied. The reader process API code uses the OutList\\  to 
implement m esne J te r  ate -read, and compares the current Out[] and previous Out\\ to determine which 
elements have new data. They will differ in any location corresponding to an element with new data. This 
comparison can be done with a 32-bit exclusive-or.
A p p en d ix  B .2 V ersion  2: B u ffe r  Pool in  H o st M em o ry
As in Version 1, the writer simply sends a stream of data packets and EOW packets to the reader. Data 
packets contain the element number and the data for that element, and are sent by the writer when an element 
is written. EOW packets are sent when a write is complete (i.e. when the writer calls mesne-endjwrite),
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and contain no further information.
The LANai software still maintains the In, LastReceived, CompleteWrite, and Out arrays in NIC SRAM, 
but it keeps the 4N S-byte buffers in the reader process’ DMA-capable memory.
LastReceivedList[]  and C om p le teW ri teL is t [] are still needed, but O u tL is t |] is not.
In addition to the 4N S-byte buffers, the reader process maintains some additional host memory to 
receive two copies of CompleteWrite\]  and Com pleteW riteL ist\\ ,  as in Version 1.
Now, using these data structures, there are only three events that the NIC must respond to: processing 
a data packet, receiving a EOW packet, and receiving a request for a new signal vector from the reader. (In 
Version 2, all data packets are received into a temporary buffer and their crc’s are checked before processing.) 
The first two are network events, and the last is signaled through the mmaped  memory shared between the 
reader process and the LANai.
•  Processing a  data  packet for elem ent e:
a to m ic  {
i n t  i n v a l , o u t v a l , c w v a l, g ro u p , s i r ;
g ro u p  = e /1 6 ;
s i r  = i n v a l  = I n [ e ] ;
o u tv a l  = O u t[ e ] ;
cw val = C o m p le te W r i te [ e ] ; '
b e g in  DMAing t h i s  p a c k e t 's  d a ta  to  h o s t  b u f f e r  ( in v a l* N  + e ) ;
i n v a l  = ( in v a l+ l)& 3 ;
i f  ( in v a l  == o u tv a l  | |  i n v a l  == cw val) in v a l  = ( in v a l+ l)& 3 ;
i f  ( in v a l  == o u tv a l  | |  i n v a l  == cw val) in v a l  = ( in v a l+ l)& 3 ;
i f  ( ( ( 3 2 b i t* ) L a s tR e c e iv e d ) [g ro u p ]  == ( ( 3 2 b i t* )C o m p le te W rite ) [g ro u p ] ) { 
L a s tR e c e iv e d L is t[L R L s iz e + + ]  = g ro u p ;
}
L a s tR e c e iv e d [e ]  = s i r ;
I n [e ]  = i n v a l ;
}
a to m ic  {
i n t  lo o p  = 0; 
i n t  g ro u p ;
w h i le  ( lo o p  < LR Lsize) {
g ro u p  = L a s tR e c e iv e d L is t [ lo o p + + ] ;  
i f  ( ( (3 2 b it* )O u t) [g ro u p ]  ==
( (3 2 b it* )C o m p le te W rite ) [g ro u p ]  ) { 
C om pleteW riteL ist[C W L size+ + ] = g ro u p ;
}
( ( 3 2 b i t* ) C o m p le te W rite )[g ro u p ]
= ( ( 3 2 b i t* ) L a s tR e c e iv e d ) [ g r o u p ] ;
• Receiving EOW:
}
i f  (CWLsize = = 0 )  {
s e t  a  s t a t u s  l o c a t i o n  t o  i n d i c a t e  
t h a t  n o  n e w  e l e m e n t s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e .
DMA t h i s  s t a t u s  l o c a t i o n  t o  t h e  h o s t
s t a t u s  b u f f e r ,  t a r g e t t i n g  one o f  th e  two 
copy b u f f e r s .
}
e l s e  {
a to m ic  {
i n t  lo o p  = 0;
s e t  a s t a t u s  l o c a t i o n  to  i n d i c a t e
t h a t  new e le m e n ts  a r e  a v a i l a b l e ,  and 
t h a t  th e  C o m p le te W rite L is t  DMA'd to  
th e  h o s t  c o n ta in e d  CWLsize e le m e n ts .
b e g in  DMAing C o m p le te W rite , C o m p le te W rite L is t , 
and  th e  s t a t u s  l o c a t i o n  to  h o s t  memory 
t a r g e t t i n g  one o f  th e  two copy b u f f e r s ;
/*  copy C o m p le teW rite  to  Out * /
w h ile  ( lo o p  < CWLsize) { 
g ro u p  = c w l i s t [ l o o p + + ] ;
( ( 3 2 b it* )O u t) [g ro u p ]
= ( ( 3 2 b it* )C o m p le te W r i te ) [g r o u p ] ;
}




• Receiving request for new signal vector from reader:
The atomic sections are needed because packet reception and reader requests are handled by two separate 
contexts on the LANai, so context switches can occur.
The LANai adjusts the /nf] array to provide a new reception area for data packets for each element. 
When one comes in, it updates LastReceived]} to remember where the most recent data for each element 
has been placed, and updates L astR eceivedL is t[] to include that element’s group. When EOW is received, 
it copies LastReceived\\ to C o m p le teW ri te [] for all groups in LastR eceivedL is t[], and adds any new 
groups to C om p le teW ri teL is t |]. At this point, Com pleteW rite\\  contains the indices of all the buffers 
which make up the most recently received consistent signal vector, and 
C om pleteW riteL ist\\  contains a group entry for each group with at least one new element.
The reader process requests a new signal vector by setting H ost Command.  When the LANai reads 
this command, it clears the H ost  C om m and  location. Then it copies Com pleteW rite\\  to Out\] for all 
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Figure 16: Buffer Placement Schematic for Version 2
value to the host Out[] and O u tL is t |] locations by DMA. The status value contains a completion value and 
the size of the O u tL is t  [].
The host process then waits for the status location to contain the correct completion value. Unlike the 
previous version, the consistent copy of the signal vector is not assembled as a contiguous signal vector. The 
method the reader uses to access the consistent signal vector is nonetheless fairly simple. All of the data for 
the new signal vector is in process memory; it’s just distributed over the 4N buffers. Out[] gives the index of 
the data for any element. I.e., if Out[e] =  i, for example, the data for element e is in buffer number (iN+e). 
The reader process will have access to both the current O u t |] array and the Out[] from the previous request, 
so it can determine which elements have new data by looking for indices which have changed. O u tL is t |] 
allows iterating over the new elements without having to examine them all. An element will be new only if 
its group appears in this list and the values of the current Out[e] and the previous Out[e] differ.
As soon as it does, all new element data is in host memory. The reader process API code uses the 
OutList\\ to implement m esne -iter ate jread, and compares the current Out\\ and previous O ut |] to deter­
mine which elements have new data. These will differ in any index corresponding to an element with new 
data. This comparison can be done with a 32-bit exclusive-or.
A p p en d ix  B .3 4N  vs. 3N  b u ffe rs
We can now explain the motivation for using 4N buffers rather than 3N. Imagine instead using the simple 
shared memory algorithm of Figure 8. A packet containing data for element e is received into the buffer 
with index given by In[e], but note that in this simple algorithm, In[e] is not incremented. When an EOW 
is received, the In[] array contains the indices of all elements modified in this last complete write. This 
is exactly the function that C o m p le teW ri te [| serves in the 4N algorithm. So, in the 3N algorithm, we 
eliminate Com pleteW Rite\],  and when receiving an EOW we copy 7n[] to LastReceived\\.
However, in this simple 3N algorithm, upon an end-of-write, we must increment 7n|] for all elements
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which had new data, wrapping the value and avoiding those already taken by O u t |] and LastReceived\\. 
This increases the work required when an EOW is received. This work directly affects the latency, and is 
not necessarily overlapped with any DMA operations. So, by using 4N buffers, we distribute the work of 
incrementing In[] over each packet reception and overlap it with DMA operations, and thus trade memory 
for reduced latency.
There is also a reliability argument for the 4N alorithm, if the multiple buffering is done on the NIC. The 
3N algorithm receives data into the In\] location repeatedly until EOW is received. However, if we assume 
that Myrinet is not totally reliable, we will wish to check the CRC on each received packet. We will not 
receive the CRC value until the end of the packet. At this point we may have overwritten the valid data at 
I n |] with a data packet that was corrupted and therefore potentially unrelated to this connection at all. The 
3N algorithm does not allow us to recover, but the 4N algorithm can recover by simply leaving the values 
of the data structures I n [] and LastReceived [] the same as they were before the packet was received. The 
buffers with indices specified by I n |] therefore become temporary receive buffers whose contents are not 
accepted until the CRC is checked and the index is moved to LastReceived\], The sliding window system 
(if one is used) will force a retransmission of such a packet packet eventually if it was just a corrupted but 
otherwise important packet, and the event will be completely ignored if it was a rogue packet.
Appendix C The Sliding Window Algorithm
We use a typicaJ sliding window algorithm but optimize for the common case of no errors on the network 
and to tune for the limitations of the LANai.
The sliding window size is fixed at 128, so that sequence numbers (0-255) fit in a byte and are wrapped 
automatically. This also allows the common operation of taking the sequence number modulus the window 
size to be converted into an AND operation with 127. This is important since the LANai has no modulus 
operation in hardware.
Instead of storing a copy of the outgoing packet until the corresponding acknowledgement is received, 
we use the writer’s signal vector directly. The writer performs its partial updates by directly writing into a 
signal vector kept in NIC SRAM using PIO, as described in Section 5.3.1. The sliding window simply stores 
the numbers of those elements which have been sent but not acknowledged (and EOF packet indications), 
thus reducing the memory requred by the sliding window algorithm.
We encounter two potential problems with this approach. First, if the writer writes a given element 
twice, each write consisting of a PIO write to NIC SRAM followed by queueing the element’s number in 
the send queue, the second PIO write may alter NIC SRAM just as the network send DMA engine is reading 
that element out of SRAM and sending it into the network, thus corrupting the value which was originally 
there. However, since the element is queued again, and the reader keeps only the last write, the next send 
of the element will ensure that this corruption is never perceived by the reader process. Second, assume 
the writer updates several elements, ends the write, and then begins more updates. If the EOW packet is 
corrupted or lost, it will have to be resent. However, if those further data packets have been received by the 
reader before the EOW is resent, the previous write is now corrupted by a new and potentially incomplete 
write. We cannot wait for the write to complete, since it may not, and we cannot retreive the values of the 
elements previous to the EOW, since with our scheme the reception may have written over those old values. 
We prevent this by forcing a writer process to wait for each EOW packet to be acknowledged before writing 
any further elements.
Rather than starting a timer for each sent packet and retransmitting that packet when the timer expires, 
the software monitors the age of only the oldest non-acked packet. If it is older than 50ms, it is retransmitted. 
This may seem large for a low-latency API, but since we expect no errors unless cables are disconnected or 
switches lose power, this does not affect latency and is optimized for the common case. This single timer 
scheme is efficiently implemented using the RTC (Real Time Counter) register of the LANai.
The acknowledgements are cumulative, indicating that all packets previous to a given sequence number 
have been received, and are sent for each EOW, whenever any out-of-window packet is recieved, or when 
a number of packets equal to half the window size has been received since the last acknowledgement was
Appendix D Memory Protection
As with U-Net [TE95], multiple processes are allowed acces to the network hardware. These processes are 
protected from interfering with each other by allocating to each a specific region of NIC memory. Memory 
protection is then obtained by allowing each process to map only the memory allocated to it into process 
memory using the system call mmap.
We require a memory allocation engine which is robust even in the event of process crashes or intentional 
attempts to interfere with other processes. The close entry point of an IRIX device driver is not guaranteed to 
be called for each close system call; rather, it is called only when all processes which have opened a device 
have closed it. If we rely on using the close entry point alone to handle the cleanup of memory allocations, 
we allow the following scenario: Process A accesses the network normally and begins to use it (i.e. open 
has been called and resources have been allocated). Then process B tries to connect, allocating NIC memory 
resources, but is terminated before completing any memory mapping. (The close entry point is not called.) 
At this point, process A continues to run, but process B’s allocated NIC memory resources have not been 
returned to the system.
To address this problem, we must use the map entry point, since this is the only driver entry point which 
is guaranteed to be called when a process which has mmaped  memory terminates. Here is the protocol for 
accessing the network. The user process must:
1. m m ap  a page of kernel memory, called the garbage page.
2. call ioctl giving all the connect information. The ioctl allocates the resources, contacts the partner, 
and returns a success or failure code to the use. On success, the correct portions of the NIC memory 
and host memory to m m ap  are also returned.
3. m m ap  the specified areas. Only properly allocated areas can be successfully mmaped.
4. unma,p the garbage page.
After the first step, any further failure of the user process will result in call to the unmap entry point of 
the driver, allowing it to clean up any allocations that may have been made in the second step. Once the 
third step is complete, other mappings exist, and so the garbage page map is unnecessary. A process which 
does not follow the first and second steps will not be allowed to allocate resources. After the last step, the 
device driver can properly clean up all resources, including potentially active network connetions, whenever 
the process terminates or crashes.
In order to simplify the code, the device driver single threads all accesses to the driver routines. Thus, 
only one process at a time can request connection resources. Since these routines are only called for con­
nection establishment and teardown and not for communication, this is not a bottleneck.
Appendix E Connection Establishment
The device driver and the LANai software work together to establish and tear down connections between 
ports. The LANai software maintains the signal of each port, and the signal of the relationship with the 
partner (potentially) connected to that port. LANai software consists of a writer manager, a reader manager, 
a connection manager, and an interrupt manager.
The LANai software responds to these commands from the device driver and to network events through 
the connection manager, the writer manager, and the reader manager, as illustrated in figures 17, 17, and 
17. Handling of data packets and EOW packets is done by the interrupt manager. If the temporary recep­
tion buffers are placed in host memory, the interrupt manager also handles to-host DMA; otherwise this is 
handled by the reader manager.
The valid port signals and partner signals referred to in the manager figures are described in tables 2 








Port not currently in use by a host process 
Device driver is attempting to forge a connection using this port 
Device driver has attempting to tear down a connection using this port 
Port is currently in use by a host process
Table 2: The valid port states








No communications partner on connected port 
Partner detected, awaiting first EOF 
Partner detected, processing first EOF 
Pamer connected
Local port is trying to disconnect, notifying managers 
Managers notified, notifying partners
Table 3: The valid partner states
The driver can send three commands to the LANai software: ACQUIRE, RELEASE, and ABORT When 
establishing a connection, the driver will repeatedly give the acquire command until the port state becomes 
IN_USE, UNUSED, or too many attempts have been made. When attempting to tear down a connection, the 
driver will repeatedly give the RELEASE command until the port state becomes UNUSED, or until too many 
attempts have been made. The driver uses the ABORT command to clean up in case either operation failed 
after the maximum number of attempts.
As previously explained, the connection manager is designed to allow partners to disconnect or fail with­
out requiring any actions by the host process. Note that, when in the IN_USE state, the connection manager 
handles connects and disconnects of the partner autonomously. If the writer does not receive an acknowl­
edgement of a data packet within a certain time, it assumes the network or the host has failed and sets the
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